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Next meeting
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Har r y Slutter
Lumber selection & grading

It was hot enough at the meeting to not take minutes for Jim Heick who
could not attend the session.  I’ll do the best from memory. Mike Daum
started by discussing the upcoming Jeff  Miller Shaker Side Table class.

It will be a three day event, starting Friday evening, October 20th, all day
Saturday, and ending at noon Sunday, October 22nd.  The cost is $110 with
a $5 deposit required. You will have to cut and prep wood for the class; a
cut list is available. An easier way is to pay $100 to Corey Tighe who will do
it for you. Both MUST be paid for by the September meeting. 

We are also involved in two community events in which we participate in
every year: The Long Island Fair at Old Bethpage Village, Saturday and
Sunday, September 16th and 17th, and the Smithtown Heritage Fair,
Saturday September 16th.  Volunteers are needed for both. Speak to Jim
Moloney or Joe Pascucci for The Long Island Fair or to Bob Urso for
Smithtown.

Two raffles were held and I didn’t write down who won the regular one and
I didn’t have to for the special one. Corey Tighe, as mentioned earlier, will
mill all the wood needed for the Jeff  Miller class.  A raffle was held for one
package of  pre-cut wood. I won the drawing and I can tell you it’s a well
done set. There will be another raffle in September for the class. 

The LICFM is starting a multi-month series on building one piece of  furni-
ture; the Turner’s Guild will have Barry Saltsberg do a demonstration.  Due
to my lack of  notes, I don’t recall exactly what those were.

Jean and Ed Piotrowski (and I’m generous in adding Eddie’s name to this)
brought in a cake for a farewell to Rich Macrae. This was his last meeting;
Rich is moving to Colorado in a few weeks. Joe Pascucci will be filling in for
Rich as Trustee until the November election. Rich has won numerous rib-
bons and Best in Shows, not only at our shows, but up in Saratoga as well.
The dovetail king will be sorely missed.

The night’s meeting presentation was by Justin Matranga.  He demonstrated
how to take wet wood branches and reduce them, in almost no time at all,
into a cup with a separate bottom or a spoon. His skill with a large saw, froe,
axe and knife were quite remarkable. The meeting lasted until about 9.
Everyone was tremendously impressed by his skills. Thank you, Justin.

Also included in the newsletter is the show exhibit form, another copy of  the
Jeff  Miller weekend workshop sign up sheet, a cut list developed by Corey
Tighe for the workshop and a tool list. Please note you MUST have the wood
precut to bring to the seminar (or you can purchase a set from Corey for
$100). To get a copy of  the Fine Woodworking article, please check the web-
site for a link. And thank you to FWW for permission to use it.

Sign up sheets for the Show Volunteer positions will be at
the front desk with Mike Luciano at the September and

October meetings. Please see him and sign up!

The newsletter will be posted
on the website by about the
23rd of  every month. Please

check www.liwoodworkers.org
and you will get a copy hot off

the presses.
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JEFF MILLER’S
SHAKER SIDE TABLE CLASS

FRIDAY TO SUNDAY, 
OCTOBER 20-23RD

A p p l i c a t i o n  F o r m
Jeff  Miller, one for the most reknowned furniture and chairmakers in the US, and a contributor to Fine
Woodworking is coming to town. For the Friday to Sunday, October 20-22nd, he will be giving a class
on a Shaker Side Table (please note the table in the photo is not the exact table, but is a similar type.
He will be demonstrating various techniques he has learned over the years, both with hand tools and
body positioning that will be invaluable to all members. We rarely get this opportunity, so please sign
up early. There are two prices involved. The first is for the clas, which will be $110. For that we re-
quire a $50 deposit; please bring a cash or a check along with this form. 

Since wood is required, we will provide a precut list. You can then simply bring those pieces to the
class. However, Program Chairman Corey Tighe can provide the wood already precut for you,as well
as taper the legs, in cherry, for $100. Deadline for the wood is September 23rd. 

Name:___________________________________________

Deposit due: $50.00

Balance due: $60.00
checks payable to the Long Island Woodworkers

Yes, I want precut and tapered wood for $100        _______
check payable to Corey Tighe

No, I will provide my own wood (please check):     _______                         

Please fill out this form and give it to Mike Luciano at the
August or September meeting. Spaces are limited. 

One form per person.

The class  will be held at the Barn. 
Friday Oct. 20: 6 pm to 9 pm

Saturday 9 am to 5 pm
Sunday 9 am to 12 pm

You can pay Corey at the Barn, or mail a
check to  Corey Tighe

121 Traction Blvd. Patchogue, NY 11772

Tool list:
Chisels 1/4” to 1”; no. 4 smoothing

plane; block plane; dovetail saw; handsaw;
marking gauge; combination square;

cordless drill and bits; small ruler; tape
measure; pencils ; pens, small clamps, and
a WorkMate or similar bench, plus sand-

bages, bricks, etc. to hold the bench in
place. 

Wood kits will also be raffled at the 
August and September meetings.
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TOOL LIST

Chisels 1/4” to 1”
No. 4 smoothing plane

Block plane
Dovetail Saw

Handsaw
Marking Gauge

Combination Square
Cordless drill and bits

Small Ruler
Tape measure

Pencils and pens
Small clamps

WorkMate or similar bench, plus bricks, sandbags, etc. to hold the bench in place
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MICHAEL R.  MITTLEMANUSE OF THE GOLDEN RATIO IN DESIGN

To paraphrase, “Phi, We Hardly Knew Ye.”  In literature, the Golden Ratio has also been called the Golden
Mean, Golden Section, Extreme and Mean Ratio, Medial Section, Divine Proportion, Divine Section, Golden
Proportion, Golden Cut and Golden Number.  It has fascinated mathematicians, artists, architects, designers,

musicians and aesthetes for millennia.  The earliest work using Phi has been attributed to the Greek sculptor/math-
ematician Phidias (530 BCE – 432 BCE), though the underlying mathematics appear to be Pythagorean.  The take-
away is the measure is named eponymously for Phidias.

The Golden Ratio is an irrational number.  As a consequence, its decimal value, 1.61803399…, cannot be expressed
exactly.  Similar to Pi (3.1415926…), calculations which use the decimal form of  Phi produce approximations rather
than exact values.  For most practical purposes Phi is considered equivalent to 1.618.

The Internet is steeped in citations claiming a ubiquitous presence of  Phi in nature, beauty, music, art, architecture
and design.  However, there is about the same number of  instances in which other authors dispute the primacy of
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Phi in aesthetics and attribute its presence more to chance or wishful thinking.  At the end of  this article a curated
list of  URLs can be found for interested readers.

Some prominent woodworkers have commented on using the Golden Ratio.  The Christopher Schwarz blog (Popular
Woodworking Magazine, June 12, 2009) stated, “My efforts at designing furniture using the Golden Section or explor-
ing furniture using the ratio as a guide always proved frustrating.”  George Walker’s Design Matters blog (January 29,
2010) outlined difficulties he has experienced when attempting to apply Phi to furniture design.  Yet, other writers
have found Phi to be invaluable when designing furniture.  A good example can be found in Graham Blackburn’s,
“A Guide to Good Design,” Fine Woodworking, January/February 2004.  Mary Cook Design posted an entry (March
2015) stating the most important aspects of  design are scale and proportion.  Thereafter, Ms. Cook equated the use
of  Phi as an essential condition of  harmony between scale and proportion. To further muddle the issue, furniture
design greats from the eighteenth century were silent regarding the use of  the Golden Ratio in their works – for
example, Roubo, Chippendale, Sheraton and Hepplewhite did not mention the Phi proportion. 

This brief  review of  the literature and history of  the Golden Ratio highlights the confusion concerning Phi’s use in
design.  Why is that?

The proportion represented by the Golden Ratio, 1.618:1, is not the only standard of  design beauty, yet Phi’s advo-
cates seem to take its use to extremes.  There is scarce literature detailing when approximations of  Phi become less
than golden.  For example, does 1.7:1 work?  How about 1.5:1, 1.8:1 or 2:1?  Consider asymmetric designs.  By def-
inition, these embody disproportionate measurements.  Are they “ugly?”

Still, Golden Ratio zealots might point out that the asymmetrical chair actually embodies the Phi design principle.

Φ = A/B = A+B/A

Φ ≈ 1.57
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Is 1.57:1 close enough to 1.618:1 to be considered Phi?  You decide.  

While the Golden Ratio appears once again, another issue arises:  when are designs and the Golden Ratio congru-
ent?  Because a minor component’s measurements equal Phi, can the overall design be representative of  the Golden
Ratio?

The Golden Ratio is not limited to rectangular, 2D designs; it also accommodates other polygons, curves and
solids.Here are a couple quick examples: 

A Fibonacci series maintains a Golden Ratio relationship between adjacent values, especially after the first few obser-
vations.  For example, 987/610 ≈ 1.618 and 144/89 ≈ 1.618.  The graphic above shows squares dimensioned 1 X
1, 1 X 1, 2 X 2, 3 X 3, 5 X 5, 8 X 8 and 13 X 13, the starting values of  a Fibonacci series superimposed over a com-
mon Nautilus-like fossil called an Ammonite.  A close fit is observable.

3D representations of  Phi are called Golden Solids; these are simply adjacent Golden Rectangles which collectively
form polygons; “Golden Triangles” can be easily rendered too…

Φ = A/B = A+B/A

Φ ≈ 1.62
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Where is the

Golden Ratio?

Base measurement = 228’ X 101.4’ 

228:101.4 ≈ 2.245

2.245 ≠ 1.618

For hardcore enthusiasts,  the Golden Ratio is ubiquitous in nature, art, music, design, etc.  The problem with this position is many
of the observations seem to be forced.   Examples include the human face and the Parthenon.  The Golden Ratio is present, kinda,
sorta, if  one carefully selects where to apply the measure or is tolerant of ratio variation.  The distances between the eyes, crown and
chin bottom of the human face are supposed to form a Golden Ratio in “beautiful” people, except often they do not.  One has to
move from 2D facial views to multiplanar surfaces to find instances of Phi.  
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On the other hand, Phi can be useful when staring at a “blank board.” The carcase of  a bureau or a
tabletop can be dimensioned with the Golden Ratio…

Paraphrasing Dr. Seuss, “Oh, the fun you will have!”

In conclusion, the Golden Ratio is a potential tool in the woodworking design armamentarium.  It does not enjoy
the ubiquity asserted by many, but Phi can be fit to some natural, musical, architectural and design phenomena.  Some
of  the classical “proofs” of  the Golden Ratio have not fared well when empirical measurements have been applied.
The discrepancies are a function of  how broadly one interprets Phi ratio values.

SOME WEB SITES WITH PHI INFORMATION

http://jwilson.coe.uga.edu/emt669/Student.Folders/Frietag.Mark/Homepage/Goldenratio/goldenratio.html
http://www.companyfolders.com/blog/golden-ratio-design-examples
http://www.creativebloq.com/design/designers-guide-golden-ratio-12121546
http://www.intmath.com/numbers/math-of-beauty.php
http://www.popularwoodworking.com/woodworking-blogs/chris-schwarz-blog/the-golden-meaningless 
http://www.rockler.com/how-to/using-the-golden-ratio-in-woodworking/ 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_ratio
https://georgewalkerdesign.wordpress.com/2010/01/29/golden-rectangle-a-different-viewpoint/
https://www.canadianwoodworking.com/tipstechniques/golden-rectangle
https://www.finewoodworking.com/FWNPDFfree/011168048.pdf  
https://www.marycook.com/scale-and-proportion-in-interior-design-the-golden-ratio/

Or Phi can be helpful when designing curves…  Interesting spindle shapes can emerge also:
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TURNER’S GUILD BARRY SALTSBERG

President Mike Josiah opened the meeting and announced the next upcoming show:  the Mid Atlantic
Woodturning Symposium, on October 27-29 in Lancaster, PA.

Gary is contacting people to provide future demonstrations.  Members can talk to him if  they have something they’d
like to talk about or if  they have something they’d like to see demonstrated.

Barry is running the mentor program.  Members can see him if  they’d like to be teamed up with a more experienced
turner to learn an aspect of  turning, or if  they’re novice turners, they can learn proper techniques from square one.

Show & Tell:

Eddie Pio had 2 bowls
Gary M. showed 2 bowls
Mike J. had 3 bowls
Barry had 2 captive ring goblets

Raffles were won by Mike J. and Jim Maloney.  Two additional prizes of  wood contributed by Mike J. were won by
Barry and Charlie F.

THE PROGRAM FOR THE EVENING WAS CREATING CAPTIVE RINGS AND WAS PRESENTED BY BARRY

Barry started with a 2” diameter blank about 7” long that was previously turned round; it had a tenon on one end.
The blank was held in a 4-jaw chuck. A cup was roughed out and then hollowed. The shaft area was turned down
to the captive ring size. To make the rings, an area on either side of  the rings was cleared down to a narrower diam-
eter than the inside of  the ring.  Then, using a captive ring tool, the outside of  the ring was shaped and then the
inside of  the ring was started, but not parted off.  The rings at this stage were sanded. The rings were then sepa-
rated from the shaft and the shaft turned down a bit more to accommodate a strip of  sandpaper taped to the shaft.
Running the lathe at moderate speed, the insides of  the rings were sanded. Then the shaft was turned down to final
diameter and sanded; the rings held out of  the way with tape. The base was shaped, sanded and parted off.
It should be noted that, except for the rings, no other sanding was done to the goblet to avoid the excitement likened
to watching paint dry. Therefore, the finished product was a bit rough.

The membership was invited to come up and try turning captive rings, but there were no takers, so the meeting
ended.
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T h e  M a r k e t p l a c e

Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

Solution 

 
SOLUTION TO

AUGUST’S PUZZLE

Sudoku, Anyone?


